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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a glove comprising a
palm panel and a back hand panel, the palm panel and
the back hand panel being joined by at least one seam
to form the glove having a glove palm side and a glove
back hand side, the glove being provided at least partially
with a coating on one side of the glove which extends
partially onto the other side of the glove so as to seal the
seam along at least a portion of the length of the seam.
The invention further relates to a method of forming a
breathable glove, wherein the glove has been placed on
a hand form, the hand form having a hand portion and a
wrist portion on which the glove is placed so as to confer
to the glove a three-dimensional shape.
[0002] Gloves formed from a palm panel and a back
hand panel are widely known. An example is shown in
Figures 1a - 1d, in which Figure 1a shows a palm panel
10 and a back hand panel 12 for a glove for a left hand.
The two panels 10, 12 are joined by a seam 14 (see
Figure 1b) which extends along the outer edge of both
panels from a starting point S (see Figure 1c) all along
the outer edges of a wrist portion 16 of the panels 10,
12, along the fingers 18 and again along wrist portion 16
to an end point E (or in the opposite direction). The edges
of wrist portion 16 which are opposite to fingers 18 are
not connected so that a hand of a user can be slipped
into the glove.
[0003] Instead of a using a stitched seam 14, the pan-
els 10, 12 could also be connected with other techniques,
for example by gluing them together.
[0004] Palm panel 10 and back hand panel 12 are con-
gruent. In other words, they have the same shape. This
results in seam 14 forming the connecting line and simul-
taneously defining the virtual separation between a palm
side of the glove and a back hand side of the glove (in
case of congruent panels).
[0005] The two panels 10, 12 are connected to each
other by seam 14 to form a glove - 20, which can be
provided with a coating 22 on one of its sides, which in
the example of Figure 1c is the palm side of the glove
20. Coating 22 can be a dip coating which is applied to
glove 20 by placing glove 20 on a hand form and dipping
the hand form with the glove into a liquid coating material,
possibly repeatedly until a coating with a desired thick-
ness has accumulated on the palm side of the glove.
[0006] If the material used for back hand panel 12 is
water-proof and preferably breathable, for example in
comprising a water vapor permeable textile or membrane
(e.g. ePFTE membrane), humidity emitted by the hand
of a person using the glove can be transported to the
outside, resulting in a good wearing comfort.
[0007] As can be seen in Figure 1b, coating 22 does
not only completely cover palm panel 10 but also seam
14 as it slightly extends onto the back hand side as well.
Assuming that the breathable material used for back
hand panel 12 is also waterproof, a waterproof glove is
formed in this way in which seam 14 is sealed in a wa-

terproof manner by coating 22 to the extent the seam is
covered by the coating.
[0008] For a couple of reasons, the wrist portion 16 of
the glove is typically not dipped into the coating material.
The consequence from this is that each glove has a cer-
tain point P as from which onwards seam 14 is no longer
sealed by the material which forms coating 22. Looking
at Figure 1c, coating 22 can be seen which extends onto
the back hand side of glove 20 in the region of the fingers,
thereby reliably sealing seam 14 in this region. Towards
wrist portion 16 however, coating 22 "retracts" from the
back hand side of the glove onto the palm side such that
at point P, the boundary of coating 22 "crosses" seam
14, resulting in the portion of the seam extending between
the rearward end of wrist portion 16 and point P not being
sealed. This seam portion is here designated with refer-
ence numeral 14A. It can be seen in Figure 1c that the
overall waterproof characteristics of the glove are affect-
ed thereby as there is a risk that water penetrates through
seam portion 14A if this portion of seam 14 is subjected
to water.
[0009] It is of course possible to dip the glove deeper
into the liquid coating material so as to "move" point P
further towards the rear end of wrist portion 16. The result
of this approach is shown in Figure 1d. It can be seen
that coating 22 extends farther onto the back hand side
and the back hand panel 12 of the glove (in particular the
coating extends significantly to the back hand side of
fingers 18), resulting in point P being closer to the rear
end of wrist portion 16 as compared to the glove shown
in Figure 1c. However, the breathing capacity of back
hand panel 12 is somewhat reduced as the surface avail-
able for transporting humidity is smaller as compared to
the glove shown in Figure 1 c. Further, a rather large
amount of coating material is wasted in particular on the
back hand side of fingers 18 of glove 20 as it does not
improve the waterproof characteristics of the glove in
case the material of back hand panel 12 is already wa-
terproof. A glove comprising a palm panel according with
the prior art is disclosed in the document WO-
2007/040692.
[0010] The object of the invention is to improve a glove
formed from a palm panel and a back hand panel regard-
ing its waterproof characteristics without negatively af-
fecting the breathing qualities of the glove.
[0011] In order to solve this object, the invention pro-
vides a glove as defined above in which the palm panel
has a shape which is different from the shape of the back
hand panel such that this seam extends partially on that
side of the glove provided with the coating. The invention
is based on the idea of abandoning the concept of two
identical panels which form the glove and which results
in the circumferential seam separating the palm side and
the back hand side of the glove. Rather, the panels are
formed such that the seam is at least partially arranged
on that side of the glove where the coating is provided,
resulting in an increased length of the seam being sealed
by the coating.
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[0012] According to a first embodiment, the seam ex-
tends partially on the palm side of the glove, and the
coating is provided on the palm side of the glove extend-
ing partially onto the back hand panel. This embodiment
allows but not requires using a standard fabric (such as
knits, wovens or non-wovens) for the palm panel, the
characteristics of the palm panel being mainly deter-
mined by the required bonding between the coating and
the fabric and by the required comfort in the interior of
the glove. The coating ensures that the glove is water-
proof on the palm side and can therefore serve two pur-
poses, namely for sealing the palm panel and at the same
time acting as a mechanical reinforcement on that side
of the glove which is typically subjected to the majority
of wear.
[0013] The back hand panel may comprise a water-
proof, breathable material. In combination with a coating
on the palm side, a glove is achieved which has water-
proof, breathable characteristics via the back hand panel
and which is waterproof by means of the coating on the
palm side (independent from the palm panel material).
Nevertheless, manufacturing costs are reduced as no
sophisticated material is required for the palm panel.
[0014] According to an alternative embodiment, the
seam extends partially on the back hand side of the glove,
and the coating is provided on the back hand side of the
glove extending partially onto the palm. This embodiment
results in a glove in which the back hand side is protected
by means of the coating whereas improved tactile char-
acteristics are achieved with the uncoated palm panel.
[0015] In this embodiment the palm panel may com-
prise a waterproof breathable material. This embodiment
results in a good wearing comfort despite the coating on
the back hand side of the glove.
[0016] According to a further embodiment, the water-
proof, breathable material comprises a membrane, as
for example a PTFE or ePTFE membrane or a PU mem-
brane. This material combines good water vapor perme-
able characteristics with waterproofness and mechanical
stability.
[0017] The term "membrane" is to be understood as
meaning in particular a film or a coating which forms a
barrier at least to air passage through this layer, ideally
also with regard to further gases such as for example
chemical poisonous gases. The barrier layer is water va-
por permeable but air impermeable and/or gas imperme-
able. The barrier layer is referred to as air impermeable
when it has an air transmission rate of less than 25 l/m2

and in particular an air transmission rate of less than 5
l/m2 (EN ISO 9237, 1995).
[0018] A water impermeable and water vapor perme-
able flexible membrane suitable for the present invention
is described in US-A-3,953,566 which describes a porous
expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) material. The
expanded porous PTFE material has a characteristic
microstructure of interconnected nodes and fibrils. The
water impermeability of the membrane can be improved
when the expanded PTFE material has been coated with

a hydrophobic and/or oleophobic coating material.
[0019] The water impermeable and water vapor per-
meable membrane can also be constructed of a micro-
porous material such as for example polyethylene or
polypropylene, microporous polyurethane or polyester,
or a hydrophilic monolithic polymer such as polyurethane
for example.
[0020] Suitable materials for a waterproof and water
vapor permeable barrier layer are in particular poly-
urethane, polypropylene and polyester, including poly-
ether ester and laminates thereof, as described in US-
A-4,725,481 and US-A-4,493,870. Particular preference,
however, is given to expanded microporous polyle-
trafluoroethylene (ePTFE) as described for example in
US-A-3,953,566 and US-A-4,187.390, and expanded
polytetrafluoroethylene provided with hydrophilic im-
pregnants and/or hydrophilic layers; see for example US-
A-4.194.041. A microporous barrier layer has an average
pore size between about 0.2 mm and about 0.3 mm.
[0021] Pore size can be measured using a Coulter Po-
rometer (brand name) from Coulter Electronics, Inc., Hi-
aleath, Florida.
[0022] Preferably, the coating is a waterproof coating
such that the glove is a waterproof, breathable glove.
The waterproof coating can be formed at low costs from
natural rubber latex or nitril rubber latex and allows in-
creasing grip and abrasion resistance while fluid is reli-
ably blocked from penetrating into the glove.
[0023] According to one embodiment of the invention,
the back hand panel or palm panel comprises at least
one wrist flap. The at least one wrist flap is used for form-
ing the wrist portion of the glove and makes it possible
to arrange the seam on the side of the glove provided
with the coating such that an additional portion of the
seam (or even the entire seam) is sealed by the coating
material.
[0024] By using a back hand panel or a palm panel
which comprises two wrist flaps, the seam at the wrist
portion of the glove can be placed at a desired position.
[0025] According to a preferred embodiment, only one
seam is provided in the wrist portion. This minimizes the
requirement for sealing the seam in the wrist portion.
[0026] As an alternative, two ends of the seam are pro-
vided in the wrist portion, between which a wrist extension
of the palm panel or the back hand panel extends. This
shape of the back hand panel and the palm panel allows
using a single, continuous seam for connecting the two
panels.
[0027] According to a preferred embodiment, the palm
panel and the back hand panel are formed in one piece.
This reduces the length of the seam necessary for form-
ing the glove.
[0028] According to an alternative preferred embodi-
ment, the palm panel and the back hand panel are formed
as separate pieces. This allows using different materials
for the palm panel and the back hand panel, even though
the same material for both panels can be used, too.
[0029] It is also possible that at least one of the palm
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panel and the back hand panel is composed of at least
two pieces, in particular from pieces which are formed
from materials having different properties. This allows to
even better match the characteristics of the glove with
certain requirements, for example increased tactile char-
acteristics in a finger portion of the glove and increased
mechanical strength in another portion. It is also possible
to use an abrasion resistant laminate on the palm side
which can be integrated into the coating provided on the
palm side of the glove.
[0030] According to an embodiment of the invention,
the back hand panel comprises a palm extension which
extends onto the palm side of the glove and fits into a
correspondingly formed recess in the palm panel. This
shape of the back hand panel allows achieving breatha-
bility on the palm side of the glove if the back hand panel
is formed from a breathable material.
[0031] In accordance with one embodiment of the in-
vention, an arm portion is provided, the seam being
sealed in the arm portion by means of a sealing means.
The sealing means can be formed differently from the
coating which is used for sealing the seam between the
back hand panel and the palm panel in the finger and
palm portions of the glove such that a completely water-
proof glove is achieved. The sealing means can be in
particular a seam sealing tape which allows reliably seal-
ing of the arm portion seam at reasonable expenses. The
additional sealing means can of course also be used for
gloves which do not have an arm portion but only a (short)
cuff portion.
[0032] The coating can be a dip coating such that the
coating can be applied with well-known techniques.
[0033] The invention also provides a method of forming
a waterproof breathable glove as defined above, in which
the wrist portion of a dipping hand has a protruding dip-
ping portion on the palm side, the glove being dipped into
a coating bath when being held on the dipping hand such
that a coating is deposited on the glove which covers the
seam both on the hand portion of the glove and partially
on the wrist portion. The particular shape of the dipping
hand ensures that an additional portion of the seam which
is longer as compared to the prior art, comes into contact
with the dipping material, thereby reducing said portion
of the seam which is not sealed by the dipping material.
[0034] The invention will now be described with refer-
ence to various embodiments which are shown in the
enclosed drawings. In the drawings,

Figures 1a to 1d show different aspects of a glove
according to the prior art,

Figures 2a and 2b show panels and a glove accord-
ing to a first embodiment of the invention,

Figures 3a and 3b show panels and a glove accord-
ing to a second embodiment of the invention,

Figures 4a and 4b show other panels and another

glove according to the prior art,

Figures 5a and 5a show panels and a glove accord-
ing to a third embodiment of the invention,

Figures 6a and 6b show panels and a glove accord-
ing to a fourth embodiment of the invention,

Figures 7a and 7b show the pieces from which pan-
els for a glove according to a fifth embodiment of the
invention are comprised of, and the panels,

Figure 8 shows a glove according to a sixth embod-
iment of the invention,

Figure 9 shows a glove according to a seventh em-
bodiment of the invention,

Figure 10 schematically shows a particular step for
manufacturing a glove according to the invention,

Figures 11 a and 11 b show the palm side and the
back hand side of the glove used in Figure 10, and

Figure 12 schematically shows a cross section along
line XII-XII from Figure 10.

[0035] For all embodiments described in the following,
a palm panel 10 and a back hand panel 12 are being
used which are formed from different materials, except
for the embodiment in which palm panel 10 and back
hand panel 12 are formed in one piece. In particular, so-
phisticated materials such as a breathable membrane
can be used for uncoated portion of the glove while
cheaper fabrics can be used for the portions to which a
coating is applied, in particular for the palm panel.
[0036] For certain applications however, identical ma-
terials can be advantageous for the back hand panel and
the palm panel.
[0037] In one embodiment, the back hand panel 12 is
formed from a waterproof, water vapor permeable mate-
rial, for example a laminate comprising a membrane like
a ePTFE membrane. The waterproof water vapor per-
meable membrane can be attached to at least one textile
layer forming a 2 layer laminate. The membrane might
also be arranged between at least two textile layers form-
ing a 3 layer laminate. Palm panel 10 can be formed from
a material which has good tactile properties and allows
application of a coating. For the coating, an elastomeric
polymer such as Natural Rubber Latex (NRL), Nitrile
Butadiene Rubber (NBR), Polychloroprene (Neoprene)
Rubber, plastisoles such as PVC plastisole or a silicone
can be used. This material however does not have to be
breathable and/or waterproof.
[0038] The coating can also be applied by using injec-
tion molding techniques. It is also possible to combine a
dip coating with an injection-molded coating.
[0039] After the coating has been applied to the glove,
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additional elements such as leather strips etc. can be
applied to the glove, in particular to coated portions.
[0040] Even though the embodiments described in the
following use a coating 22 which is generally applied onto
the palm side of the glove, it is to be understood that it
is also possible to use a coating which is applied onto
the back hand side of the glove while the palm side is
essentially without a coating. Then, the waterproof,
breathable material will be used for the palm panel while
the back hand panel can be made from a simple fabric,
apart from those embodiments in which the palm panel
and the back hand panel are formed in one piece.
[0041] Further, it is to be understood that the term
"seam" is used as a generic designation for the connec-
tion between two elements. The seam can be formed as
a stitched seam which allows to mechanically connect
the edges of the palm panel and the back hand panel to
each other. However, other techniques can be used as
well, e.g. an adhesive which is applied to one of the pan-
els or to both of them, and which connects the edges
such that a glove is formed, or a welded connection. The
seam can be waterproof, but does not necessarily have
to be waterproof.
[0042] In Figure 2a, a palm panel 10 and a back hand
panel 12 are shown, which are being used for manufac-
turing a glove according to a first embodiment. For the
elements known from the discussion of the glove accord-
ing to the prior art, the same reference numerals are be-
ing used, and reference is made to the above comments.
[0043] As can be seen by comparing Figure 2a with
Figure 1a, the embodiment of Figure 2a uses two panels
10, 12 which are different from each other as regards
their shapes. Palm panel 10 is only in the shape of a hand
and does not have any piece which forms the wrist portion
of the glove, while back hand panel 12 not only has a
wrist piece 24 but also two wrist flaps 26 which are pro-
vided on either side of wrist piece 24. Wrist flaps 26 are
formed integrally with back hand panel 12.
[0044] For forming the glove, palm panel 10 and back
hand panel 12 are joined to each other by using seam
14. Since palm panel 10 does not have a wrist piece, the
two wrist flaps 26 are folded around to the palm side
forming the wrist portion there. Seam 14 connects both
panels along the outer contour of palm panel 10 and back
hand panel 12. At the wrist portion the seam 14 moves
to the palm side and connects the wrist flaps 26 to the
palm panel 10. For closing the glove in the wrist portion
16, an additional wrist seam 15 is used which connects
wrist flaps 26 to each other.
[0045] A coating 22 is provided on the palm side of
glove 20, which extends slightly onto the back hand side
of the glove as well. This ensures that seam 14 connect-
ing palm panel 10 and back hand panel 12 to each other
is sealed by the coating material. Coating 22 is here
formed from a natural rubber latex or nitril rubber latex
so that a waterproof coating is formed. The coating can
be applied by dipping the glove with the palm side facing
downwardly into reservoir of liquid dipping material. It is

also possible to apply the coating by other techniques
such as spraying or injection molding or combinations
thereof.
[0046] As a consequence from palm panel 10 and back
hand panel 12 not being congruent, seam 14 is only par-
tially arranged as a virtual separation between the palm
side and the back hand side of glove 20. Towards the
palm side of wrist portion 16, seam 14 is arranged com-
pletely on the palm side. Further, seam 15 is arranged
completely on the palm side of the glove.
[0047] As can be seen in Figure 2b, point P as from
which wrist seam 15 is no longer sealed by coating 22
and forms an uncoated seam portion 15A is arranged
more rearwardly (in other words: closer to the wrist open-
ing) as compared to the uncoated seam portion 14A of
the prior art glove, allowing the user of the glove to im-
merse his glove covered hand deeper (up to a level in-
dicated with L) into a liquid before there is a risk of liquid
entering into the interior of the glove.
[0048] In Figures 3a and 3b, a glove according to a
second embodiment is shown. For the elements known
from the first embodiment, the same reference numerals
are being used, and reference is made to the above com-
ments.
[0049] With the second embodiment, two panels 10,
12 are used which are different from each other as re-
gards their shapes. Palm panel 10 comprises a wrist por-
tion 24 in a narrow width. Back hand panel 12 has a wrist
portion 24 and wrist flaps 26 are being used which are
more narrow as with the first embodiment. Therefore,
both wrist pieces are different from each other as regards
their widths. This results in seam 14 being arranged on
the palm side of wrist portion 16 connecting the wrist flaps
26 to the wrist portion of the palm panel 10. As a conse-
quence from the particular arrangement of seam 14 on
wrist portion 16, point P as from which onwards seam 14
is sealed by coating 22, is located more rearwardly as
compared to the prior art glove. Therefore the length of
the uncoated seam portions 14A is less than in the prior
art glove.
[0050] In the first and second embodiment, palm panel
10 and back hand panel 12 were formed as separate
pieces. It is however also possible to form palm panel 10
and back hand panel 12 in one piece, as can be seen in
Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4a shows a palm panel 10 and
a back hand panel 12 formed from one piece of material
according to the prior art. Folding line PL assigns the
border line between both panels 10, 12. As palm panel
10 and back hand panel 12 have the same shape, seam
14 connects both panels along their perimetric edge for
forming the glove extends at an "intermediate" level of
the glove which separates the palm side from the back
hand side, resulting in a long uncovered seam portion
14A after the coating has been applied.
[0051] In Figure 5a, a palm panel 10 and a back hand
panel 12 for forming a glove according to a third embod-
iment are shown. For the elements known from the pre-
vious embodiments, the same reference numerals are
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being used, and reference is made to the above com-
ments.
[0052] In a manner comparable to the first and second
embodiments, palm panel 10 and back hand panel 12
have shapes which are different from each other. In the
embodiment shown, back hand panel 12 is provided with
a wrist flap 26 which results in seam 14 on the wrist por-
tion 26 being arranged onto the palm side of the glove
(shown in Figure 5b). Said seam arrangement on the
palm side of the wrist portion results in an improved seam
sealing. In addition with coating 22 having a portion which
protrudes towards wrist portion 16, seam 14 is sealed
over more of its length as compared to the prior art design
(see location of point P in Figure 5b and Figure 4b). Ac-
cordingly, a user can immerse the glove 20 deeper into
a liquid before seam portion 14A not sealed by coating
22 is exposed to the liquid.
[0053] In Figure 6, a glove according to a fourth em-
bodiment is shown. For the elements known from the
previous embodiments, the same reference numerals
are being used, and reference is made to the above com-
ments.
[0054] Regarding the general structure, the glove ac-
cording to the fourth embodiment is similar to the glove
according to the second embodiment shown in Figure 3.
The difference is that back hand panel 12 of the fourth
embodiment is provided with a palm extension 28 where-
as palm panel 10 is provided with a correspondingly
formed recess 29 in the back hand panel 12. This results
in glove 20 having on the palm side a portion formed from
the material of back hand panel 12. By applying a patch
which is slightly smaller than palm extension 28, the ma-
jority of the surface of palm extension 28 can be kept free
from coating 22 while at the same time ensuring that the
seam used for connecting palm extension 28 to the edge
of recess 29 is completely sealed by the coating material.
[0055] These shapes of the palm panel and the back
hand panel result in a breathable portion on the palm
side of the coated glove.
[0056] In Figure 7a, the pieces are shown from which
palm panel 10 and back hand panel 12 are composed.
Palm panel 10 is composed of a finger piece 30 and a
hand piece 32, and back hand panel 12 is composed of
a finger piece 34 and two hand pieces 36, 38.
[0057] Finger piece 30 and hand piece 32 are joined
by a seam 33 (shown in Figure 7b). In view of the coating
later applied to the glove, no particular provisions regard-
ing waterproofness are necessary for seam 33.
[0058] Finger piece 34 and hand pieces 36, 38 of the
back hand panel are joined along two seams 39 (also
shown in Figure 7b). As no coating is to be applied to the
back hand side of the glove, sealing means 42 are being
used for sealing seams 39, namely e.g. seam sealing
tapes 42. These can be applied in a simple manner as
straight seams 39 are being used. The advantage of
forming panels 10, 12 from a plurality of pieces is that
different materials can be used for the pieces such that
the material properties can be particularly adapted to the

specific requirements.
[0059] In Figure 8, a sixth embodiment is shown. For
the elements known from the previous embodiments, the
same reference numerals are being used, and reference
is made to the above comments.
[0060] Glove 20 according to the sixth embodiment ba-
sically corresponds to the embodiment of Figure 3, but
is provided with an arm portion 50 which acts as an ex-
tension of wrist portion 16. Accordingly, wrist piece 24
and wrist flaps 26 are formed longer and can be termed
arm pieces and arm flaps.
[0061] Seam 14 which extends over the entire arm por-
tion 50 towards wrist portion 16 is sealed by seam sealing
tapes 42 so as to arrive at a completely waterproof glove.
Here again, straight seams are used so that seam sealing
tapes 42 can be applied in a simple manner.
[0062] In Figure 9, an embodiment similar to the em-
bodiment shown in Figure 8 is depicted. In a manner
similar to the first embodiment shown in Figure 2, a single
seam 14 is being used for connecting palm panel 10 to
back hand panel 12. Wrist seam 15 extends not only
along wrist portion 16 but also along arm portion 50, and
is sealed by means of seam sealing tape 42, resulting in
a completely waterproof glove.
[0063] In Figures 10 to 12, a particular way of dipping
the glove into the liquid coating material contained in a
coating bath 60 is shown. The glove formed from back
hand panel 12 and palm panel 10 joined to each other is
being placed on a hand form so as to confer to the glove
a three-dimensional shape. The hand form has a wrist
portion 61 which is provided with a protruding dipping
portion 62 (see Figure 12) which maintains wrist seam
15 in a downwardly protruding position such that seam
15 is dipped deeper into coating bath 60 than this is the
case with a standard hand form.
[0064] The protruding portion generally has the shape
of a rib which extends along the wrist portion and serves
for pushing seam 15 deeper into the coating bath than
adjacent portions of the glove, resulting in a narrow strip-
shaped portion 80 of coating 22 which extends towards
the end of wrist portion 16. If no rib was provided, the
wrist portion of the glove would be completely covered
by the coating.
[0065] As a result, a longer portion of seam 15 is cov-
ered by coating material.

Claims

1. Glove (20) comprising a palm panel (10) and a back
hand panel (12), the palm panel (10) and the back
hand panel (12) being joined by at least one seam
(14, 15) to form the glove (20) having a palm side
and a back hand side, the glove (20) being provided
at least partially with a coating (22) on one side of
the glove (20) which extends partially onto the other
side of the glove (20) so as to seal the seam (14, 15)
along at least a portion of the length of the seam
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characterised in that: wherein the palm panel (10)
has a shape which is different from the shape of the
back hand panel (12) such that the seam (14, 15)
extends partially on that side of the glove (20) pro-
vided with the coating.

2. The glove of claim 1 wherein the seam (14, 15) ex-
tends partially on the palm side of the glove (20) and
wherein the coating (22) is provided on the palm side
of the glove (20) extending partially onto the back
hand panel (12).

3. The glove of claim 2 wherein the palm panel (10)
and/or the back hand panel (12) comprises a water-
proof, breathable material.

4. The glove of claim 3 wherein the palm panel (10)
comprises a waterproof, breathable material, in par-
ticular PTFE and preferably ePTFE.

5. The glove of any of the preceding claims wherein
the seam (14, 15) extends partially on the back hand
side of the glove (20) and wherein the coating (22)
is provided on the back hand side of the glove (20)
extending partially onto the palm panel (10).

6. The glove of any of the preceding claims wherein
the coating is a waterproof coating (22) such that the
glove (20) is a waterproof, breathable glove.

7. The glove (20) of any of the preceding claims wherein
the back hand panel (12) or the palm panel (10) com-
prises at least one wrist flap (26).

8. The glove (20) of any of the preceding claims wherein
at least one seam (14, 15) is provided in the wrist
portion (16).

9. The glove (20) of any of the preceding claims wherein
the palm panel (10) and the back hand panel (12)
are formed of one piece.

10. The glove (20) of any of claims 1 to 8 wherein the
palm panel (10) and the back hand panel (12) are
formed as separate pieces.

11. The glove (20) of any of the preceding claims wherein
at least one of the palm panel (10) and the back hand
panel (12) is composed of at least two pieces (30,
32, 34, 36, 38).

12. The glove (20) of any of the preceding claims wherein
the back hand panel (12) comprises a palm exten-
sion (28) which extends onto the palm side of the
glove (20) and fits into a correspondingly formed re-
cess (29) in the palm panel (10).

13. The glove (20) of any of the preceding claims wherein

an arm portion (50) is provided, the seam (14, 15)
being sealed at the arm portion (50) by a sealing
means (42), preferably a seam sealing tape (42).

14. The glove (20) of any of the preceding claims wherein
the coating (22) is a dip coating (60).

15. The glove (20) of any of the claims 1 to 14 wherein
the coating (22) is an injection-molded coating.

16. A method of forming a breathable glove (20), in par-
ticular a glove as defined in any of the preceding
claims, wherein the glove (20) is being placed on a
hand form, the hand form having a hand portion and
a wrist portion (61) on which the glove (20) is placed
so as to confer to the glove (20) a three-dimensional
shape, the wrist portion (61) of the dipping hand hav-
ing a protruding dipping portion (62) on the palm side
or the back hand side, the glove (20) being dipped
into a coating bath (60) when being held on the dip-
ping hand (61) such that a coating (22) is deposited
on the glove (20) which covers the seam (14, 15)
both on the hand portion of the glove (20) and par-
tially on the wrist portion (16).

Patentansprüche

1. Handschuh (20) mit einer Handflächenbahn (10) und
einer Handrückenbahn (12), wobei die Handflächen-
bahn (10) und die Handrückenbahn (12) zur Bildung
des Handschuhs (20), der eine Handflächenseite
und eine Handrückenseite aufweist, durch wenigs-
tens eine Naht (14, 15) zusammengefügt sind, wobei
der Handschuh (20) auf einer Seite des Handschuhs
(20) wenigstens teilweise mit einer Beschichtung
(22) versehen ist, die sich teilweise so auf die andere
Seite des Handschuhs (20) erstreckt, dass die Naht
(14, 15) entlang wenigstens eines Abschnitts der
Länge der Naht versiegelt ist, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Handflächenbahn (10) eine
Form hat, die von der Form der Handrückenbahn
(12) verschieden ist, derart, dass die Naht (14, 15)
teilweise auf der mit der Beschichtung versehenen
Seite des Handschuhs (20) verläuft.

2. Handschuh nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Naht (14,
15) teilweise auf der Handflächenseite des Hand-
schuhs (20) verläuft und bei dem die Beschichtung
(22) auf der Handflächenseite des Handschuhs (20)
vorgesehen ist und sich teilweise auf die Handrü-
ckenbahn (12) erstreckt.

3. Handschuh nach Anspruch 2, bei dem die Handflä-
chenbahn (10) und/oder die Handrückenbahn (12)
ein wasserdichtes, atmungsaktives Material um-
fasst.
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4. Handschuh nach Anspruch 3, bei dem die Handflä-
chenbahn (10) ein wasserdichtes, atmungsaktives
Material umfasst, insbesondere PTFE und vorzugs-
weise ePTFE.

5. Handschuh nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, bei dem die Naht (14, 15) teilweise auf der
Handrückenseite des Handschuhs (20) verläuft und
bei dem die Beschichtung (22) auf der Handrücken-
seite des Handschuhs (20) vorgesehen ist und sich
teilweise auf die Handflächenbahn (10) erstreckt.

6. Handschuh nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, bei dem die Beschichtung eine wasserdich-
te Beschichtung (22) ist, derart, dass der Handschuh
(20) ein wasserdichter, atmungsaktiver Handschuh
ist.

7. Handschuh (20) nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, bei dem die Handrückenbahn (12) oder
die Handflächenbahn (10) wenigstens eine Handge-
lenklasche (26) umfasst.

8. Handschuh (20) nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, bei dem wenigstens eine Naht (14, 15)
im Handgelenksabschnitt (16) vorgesehen ist.

9. Handschuh (20) nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, bei dem die Handflächenbahn (10) und
die Handrückenbahn (12) aus einem Stück gebildet
sind.

10. Handschuh (20) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8,
bei dem die Handflächenbahn (10) und die Handrü-
ckenbahn (12) als getrennte Stücke ausgebildet
sind.

11. Handschuh (20) nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, bei dem die Handflächenbahn (10)
und/oder die Handrückenbahn (12) aus wenigstens
zwei Stücken (30, 32, 34, 36, 38) besteht.

12. Handschuh (20) nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, bei dem die Handrückenbahn (12) einen
Handflächenfortsatz (28) umfasst, der sich auf die
Handflächenseite des Handschuhs (20) erstreckt
und in eine entsprechend ausgebildete Aussparung
(29) in der Handflächenbahn (10) passt.

13. Handschuh (20) nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, bei dem ein Armabschnitt (50) vorgese-
hen ist, wobei die Naht (14, 15) am Armabschnitt
(50) durch ein Versiegelungsmittel (42), vorzugswei-
se ein Nahtversiegelungsband (42), versiegelt ist.

14. Handschuh (20) nach einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, bei dem die Beschichtung (22) eine
Tauchbeschichtung (60) ist.

15. Handschuh (20) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
14, bei dem die Beschichtung (22) eine spritzgegos-
sene Beschichtung ist.

16. Verfahren zur Bildung eines atmungsaktiven Hand-
schuhs (20), insbesondere eines Handschuhs, wie
er in einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche definiert
ist, bei dem der Handschuh (20) auf einer Handform
angeordnet wird, wobei die Handform einen
Handabschnitt und einen Handgelenkabschnitt (61)
aufweist, auf dem der Handschuh (20) so angeord-
net wird, dass dem Handschuh (20) eine dreidimen-
sionale Gestalt gegeben wird, wobei der Handge-
lenkabschnitt (61) der Tauchhand einen vorstehen-
den Tauchabschnitt (62) auf der Handflächenseite
oder der Handrückenseite aufweist, wobei der Hand-
schuh (20) dann, wenn er auf der Tauchhand (61)
gehalten wird, so in ein Beschichtungsbad (60) ge-
taucht wird, dass auf den Handschuh (20) eine Be-
schichtung (22) aufgebracht wird, die die Naht (14,
15) sowohl an dem Handabschnitt des Handschuhs
(20) als auch teilweise an dem Handgelenkabschnitt
(16) abdeckt.

Revendications

1. Gant (20), comprenant une bande de paume de main
(10) et une bande de dos de main (12), la bande de
paume de main (10) et la bande de dos de main (12)
étant assemblées par au moins une couture (14, 15)
de manière à former le gant (20) qui présente un
côté de paume de main et un côté de dos de main,
la gant (20) étant pourvu d’un côté du gant (20) au
moins partiellement d’un revêtement (22) qui s’étant
en partie sur l’autre côté du gant (20) de manière à
étancher la couture (14, 15) le long d’au moins un
tronçon de la longueur de la couture, caractérisé
en ce que la bande de paume de main (10) présente
une forme qui est différente de la forme de la bande
de dos de main (12) de telle sorte que la couture (14,
15) s’étend en partie du côté du gant (20) qui est
pourvu du revêtement.

2. Gant selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la couture
(14, 15) s’étend en partie du côté de paume de main
du gant (20) et dans lequel le revêtement (22) est
prévu du côté de paume de main du gant (20) en
s’étendant partiellement sur la bande de dos de main
(12).

3. Gant selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la bande
de paume de main (10) et/ou la bande de dos de
main (12) comprend une matière étanche à l’eau et
respirante.

4. Gant selon la revendication 3, dans lequel la bande
de paume de main (10) comprend une matière étan-
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che à l’eau et respirante, en particulier du PTFE et
de préférence du ePTFE.

5. Gant selon l’une des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel la couture (14, 15) s’étend en partie du
côté de dos de main du gant (20) et dans lequel le
revêtement (22) est prévu du côté de dos de main
du gant (20) en s’étendant partiellement sur la bande
de paume de main (10).

6. Gant selon l’une des revendications précédentes,
dans lequel le revêtement est un revêtement (22)
étanche à l’eau de telle sorte que le gant (20) est un
gant étanche à l’eau et respirant.

7. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel la bande de dos de main (12) ou la
bande de paume de main (10) présente au moins
une languette de poignée (26).

8. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel au moins une couture (14, 15) est
prévue sur le tronçon de poignée (16).

9. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel la bande de paume de main (10) et
la bande de dos de main (12) sont réalisées d’un
seul tenant.

10. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications 1 à 8, dans
lequel la bande de paume de main (10) et la bande
de dos de main (12) sont réalisées sous forme de
pièces séparées.

11. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel la bande de paume de main (10)
et/ou la bande de dos de main (12) est composée
d’au moins deux pièces (30, 32, 34, 36, 38).

12. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel la bande de dos de main (12) pré-
sente un prolongement (28) de paume de main qui
s’étend du côté de paume de main du gant (20) et
qui s’insère dans un évidement (29) de forme cor-
respondante de la bande de paume de main (10).

13. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel il est prévu un tronçon de bras (50),
la couture (14, 15) étant étanchée sur le tronçon de
bras (50) par un moyen d’étanchement (42), de pré-
férence par un ruban d’étanchement de couture (42).

14. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications précéden-
tes, dans lequel le revêtement (22) est un revête-
ment par trempage (60).

15. Gant (20) selon l’une des revendications 1 à 14, dans
lequel le revêtement (22) est un revêtement moulé

par injection.

16. Procédé de réalisation d’un gant (20) respirant, en
particulier d’un gant selon l’une des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le gant (20) est placé sur
une forme de main, la forme de main présentant un
tronçon de main et un tronçon de poignée (61) sur
lesquels le gant (20) est placé de manière à donner
une forme tridimensionnelle au gant (20), le tronçon
de poignée (61) de la main de trempage présentant
un tronçon (62) de trempage en saillie du côté de
paume de main ou du côté de dos de main, le gant
(20) étant trempé dans un bain de revêtement (60)
lorsqu’il est retenu sur la main de trempage (61) de
telle sorte qu’un revêtement (22) est déposé sur le
gant (20), lequel recouvre la couture (14, 15) sur le
tronçon de main du gant (20) et en partie sur le tron-
çon de poignée (16).
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